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Frank Lloyd Wright is not only synonymous with architecture, his name is also synonymous with the

American house in the twentieth century. In particular, his residential work has been the subject of

continuing interest and controversy. Wright's Fallingwater (1935), the seminal masterpiece perched

over a waterfall deep in the Pennsylvania highlands, is perhaps the best-known private house in the

history of the world. In fact, Wright's houses-from his Prairie style Robie House (1906) in Chicago,

to the Storer (1923) and Freeman (1923) houses in Los Angeles, and Taliesen West (1937) in the

Arizona desert-are all touchstones of modern architecture. For the first time, all 289 extant houses

are shown here in exquisite color photographs. Along with Weintraub's stunning photos and a

selection of floor plans and archival images, the book includes text and essays by several leading

Wright scholars. Frank Lloyd Wright: The Houses is an event of great importance and a major

contribution to the literature on this titan of modern architecture.
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This is a necessary book for all who study architecture. Why? Because the photography conveys

something close to the reality of Mr. Wright's works, especially so when it comes to the

interiors.When I was studying architecture in college in the 1970s, the BEST photography books

about Wright's oeuvre were "In the Nature of Materials" and the very expensive Wendingen Edition.

Both are presented in black and white and while that kind of pared-down quality may have suited

the age in which the International Style was still in its ascendancy, it did nothing whatsoever to



convey the true sense of a Wright space--specifically interior space. The intimately human scale of

these spaces was missed.And color is so much a part of Wright's aesthetic, and without it, one is in

dreary Kansas instead of Oz.Living in the northeast, it was not possible to see many Wright

buildings first hand, until that trip to Chicago... and then what a revelation! These spaces were not

cold grays but marvels of ochres and greens and wood tones and conveyed so much more serenity

than those older photos could suggest.Happily, future years placed me in conjunction with many of

the Midwestern buildings, and a day trip could take me to Wisconsin or Michigan or other

less-frequently visited residential and commercial works by F L W. Friendships with original Wright

clients or owners of Wright houses opened other doors--I have experienced about one third of the

places in this book, so--trust me--the photos do them justice and are almost as good as being

there.I would guess that anyone who has been in these places will tell you that this book gives a

very fine representation of these spaces.
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